
Some parents think that childcare centres provide the best services for children of pre-school age. 
Other working parents think that family members such as grandparents will provide better care 
for their kids.

Discuss both views and give your opinion.

Some parents are of the opinion that playhouses offer the best services to take care of their 
children. While others believe the only people their pre-school children receiving attention from is 
grandparent arms. I strongly agree with the first group.

The day care centres provide a comprehensive child care programs. Not only do the kids are kept 
under a clever schedule but also they benefit from various trained and certified caregivers. Based 
on psychological researches, the pre-school years are known as crucial ages of children to bring up 
character formation. Besides, learning speed is extremely high during this period. Therefore, 
several children’s attributes including teamwork, creativity, and social behaviour will be flourished 
in a friendly and specialized atmosphere. It is worth mentioning that the licensed staffs are playing 
an essential role to recognize and evaluate child both mental and physical health. Moreover, they 
have been taught to cultivate kid’s inherent talents. The more sociable the children become, the 
more achievements will be gained in their adolescent. 

As for grandparents, although they shower their grandchildren with their unconditional love, the 
high age gap between them may result in numerous problems. The blood relationship and strong 
emotional bond are those two factors which disable grandparents to respond “NO” to any request 
arise from children. Unreasonable though the demand is, the grandparents will definitely comply 
with it. In interfering in the way children are raised, parents hardly succeed to make a steady and 
desirable way of fostering their children. Moreover, most of the grandparents are in their elderly 
ages so they are usually impatient to tolerate the naughtiness. Thus, the humorous 
entertainments may be found as an easy solution to calm down these devilish little ones. 
Unfortunately, grandparents often fail to address the kids’ needs.

To conclude, in order to ensure the development of children, it is important to understand their 
needs like the trainers and parents do. Since grandparents are old, they are not expected to play 
an effective educational role.


